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Research You Should Know

Digital Collection: Equipment Management For Golf Courses

Webcast: Mower Setup Impacts

Achieve Quality Putting Surfaces
Managing Mower Setup to

Putting Green Surface Quality

Understanding the characteristics of modern
clothes, a digital camera and a sunny day.
document the association between evergreen tree
on putting greens provides an opportunity to
Central region

Northeast Region
Southeast Region

Brushing - When Does It Hurt The
putting surfaces at your course.
quality of cut, mowing height and mower
regardless of budget. Some may think that golf courses operating on a shoestring budget do not have
A dense, healthy stand of turfgrass that is smooth and consistent should be the goal for all golf facilities,

313x5065
summer.
document problem areas and make plans to
South, it is important to communicate with golfers,

As El Niño continues to impact golf courses in the
Southeast Region

The growing season will be upon us before we
consider creating low-maintenance, pollinator-
know it. Before your workload gets too heavy,

4/10ths - What Does 0.01 Mean?

Video: USGA Maintenance -

A significant impact on the most fundamental practice of maintaining quality putting surfaces, proper
courses can maintain smooth surfaces for golfers to enjoy when the agronomic staff makes a

The collections can be viewed online in a user-
relevant information on the subject.
each digital collection includes supporting articles,
a photo gallery and videos that provide additional,
more importantly, how it's obtained.

USGA championship? This short video takes you
properly maintained for the high quality level of a
these precise cuts are made to ensure that turf is

Putting Green Surface Quality

1/100ths - What Does 0.01 Mean?

Video: USGA Maintenance -

the resources to produce and maintain quality putting surfaces – this is not necessarily true. All golf

A dense, healthy stand of turfgrass that is smooth and consistent should be the goal for all golf facilities,

313x5089
summer.
document problem areas and make plans to
South, it is important to communicate with golfers,

As El Niño continues to impact golf courses in the
Southeast Region

The growing season will be upon us before we
consider creating low-maintenance, pollinator-
know it. Before your workload gets too heavy,

4/10ths - What Does 0.01 Mean?

Video: USGA Maintenance -

A significant impact on the most fundamental practice of maintaining quality putting surfaces, proper
courses can maintain smooth surfaces for golfers to enjoy when the agronomic staff makes a

The collections can be viewed online in a user-
relevant information on the subject.
each digital collection includes supporting articles,
a photo gallery and videos that provide additional,
more importantly, how it's obtained.

USGA championship? This short video takes you
properly maintained for the high quality level of a
these precise cuts are made to ensure that turf is

Putting Green Surface Quality

1/100ths - What Does 0.01 Mean?

Video: USGA Maintenance -